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Much  Wenlock Neighbourhood Plan 

Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

Meeting of 6th February 2012, at the Guildhall, Much Wenlock. 

 

Present:  Howard Horsley, Robert Stuart, Simon Ross, Viv Bellamy, Mary Jacobs, Charles Teaney, Mike Grace (MHG), 
Liz Thomas, Matthew Green (MRG) 

Apologies: were received and accepted from David Turner, Bob May, Lesley Durbin, Milner Whiteman, Jake 
Berriman, Gill Jones.  

Declarations of interest – None disclosed 

Minutes of the previous meeting  

a) Apologies – Matthew Green should be recorded as having sent apologies 
b) Item 3 - HH noted need to be clear that his statement was about ensuring the interpretation of the NP by 

development management in SC 
c) Item 10 – need to check whether the Herald received the £100 

Community Engagement 

SR/MJ/HH reported on the road shows; 

a) Two events to be held at Bowling Green Way/Falcon’s Court on 11th February 
b) 95 teenagers at WBS but otherwise few younger people (16 – 44 yr olds) have visited road shows and have 

begun to discuss how generate interest e.g. Twitter, Facebook pages and providing incentives 
c) 6th Form meeting at WBS went well but noted that may be unrepresentative of whole school population; 

efforts to engage at Yrs 10/11 continuing 
d) Total engaged on road shows and schools about 186 [running total with launch events meaning over 250 

people have so far attended face to face events] 

The NPSG agreed that there is a gap in the audience of the 16-44 yr old cohort and we should supplement the face 
to face work with a targeted approach to this group, through electronic and social networking as suggested in media 
report from DT; this would lead and advertise the survey. 

The NPSG also agreed to flag this at the WBS and the Edge to promote through their electronic displays. 

The NPSG AGREED to recommend to the NP Committee that up to £100 be allocated to trialling this in the 
forthcoming months. 

MHG reported briefly on the meeting with landowners and that the minutes would be posted on the web site 
shortly. Suggestions had been made about a call for land through the community survey.
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MHG reported on information received from Mark Plummer DCLG that DCLG are working on the extent of the ‘end 
of plan’ formal processes and that he would contact him again shortly.  

Developing the Plan - Themes 

CT and theme leaders commented on the traffic light report (previously circulated) for each of the themes; 

a) Protecting our environment – amber - VB collating evidence from MW Tree Forum and others 
b) Jobs & Local Economy – green and on track; meeting with business community at risk subject to 

administrative support 
c) Housing Needs – ok except lack of administrative support means that meeting with social landlords can’t 

proceed; evidence gathering with SC under way 
d) Improving the Environment – verbal update from RS described the ongoing discussions  
e) Sustainability – green – need more work on the evidence base 

MHG explained the situation re WB's availability for NP work  

The NPSG AGREED that it should source temporary administrative support as a matter of urgency via; 

I. CT and SR to contact possible providers [Robert Toft – SR and Debbie Henton – CT]. 
II. MRG agreed to discuss the Social Landlords meeting with LD and will ensure the meeting is arranged in near 

future. 

The NP theme leaders noted that they were in the process of acquiring evidence and this will be an ongoing process 
until the NPSG proposes the final plan. 

Community Survey 

HH reported that he and DT have met with Alan Edwards (ex T&PP) and Sarah Botham (RCC) to discuss survey 
process used in the T&PP, how we might use web-based surveys and whether to ask people outside of the parish. 

In discussion, the NPSG identified 4 issues; 

1. Ensuring a robust methodology [via the RCC practice or otherwise] 
2. Understanding the situation of the people we are asking to complete the survey, so can inform the context 

for the results 
3. Defining the content of the theme questions 
4. Whether we need separate and distinct surveys for the business community 

MRG stressed the need to ensure we were clear what the survey was asking for by way of evidence, by way of 
opinion and that it allowed different opinions from within a household to be expressed. Questions should be capable 
of informing policy. The NPSG debated the style and content of the theme questions, including whether need to 
have questions regarding availability or exclusion of land for development and also considered how to progress the 
questions/survey content. 

The NPSG AGREED that need a small group to review the draft questions with a view to ensuring that phrasing and 
policy purpose is clear; MRG will review tests which may apply to the questions and then HH to convene small group 
comprising MRG, BM, DT, CT (and call on SB/FS for expert advice in survey design as needed).  
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The NPSG AGREED the need to resolve the outstanding matter of robustness of the survey methodology and security 
and integrity of data in high pressure situation such as a local plan.  DT should be asked check this with Sarah 
Botham and MHG to check with Jake Berriman, SC’s confidence in the methodology. 

The NPSG didn’t resolve the matter of ‘calling for availability or exclusion of land’  through the survey but agreed it 
would consider the best means and most appropriate timing of doing this or using information already held by SC. 

Project Review  

CT advised that by NPSG meeting of the 20th February we need to have the questions that the NPSG is prepared to 
approve. CT will adjust dates and so we are now looking to send survey to the community around start of April; on 
that basis the NPSG noted that the programme requires that have to send the survey to the printer by around 5th 
March.  

The meeting on 20th February will need to agree both content and process of securing printing and/or on-line 
capability and identify consequent costs of both or each method. 

Budget Recommendations 

The NPSG AGREED to recommend to the NP Committee that  

1. up to £100 be allocated to trialling new social networking communications ahead of the community survey 
(as proposed in the media plan from DT)  in the forthcoming months 

2. sufficient funds be set aside for the printing of the community survey from 2011-12 allocation 

3. the Town Clerk be asked to seek 3 quotes for printing of the survey (based on a likely 8-page A4 format, with 
sufficient quantities for every household in the parish, with details to be resolved with the printer by the 
NPSG in due course) 

The meeting closed at 7pm. 

Date of Next Meeting  

This was agreed as 20th February 2012, 5pm to 7pm at the Guildhall, Much Wenlock. 


